It was recently suggested that causal structures are both dynamical, because of general relativity, and indefinite, due to quantum theory. The process matrix formalism furnishes a framework for quantum mechanics on indefinite causal structures, where the order between operations of local laboratories is not definite (e.g. one cannot say whether operation in laboratory A occurs before or after operation in laboratory B). Here we develop a framework for "dynamics of causal structures", i.e. for transformations of process matrices into process matrices. We show that, under continuous and reversible transformations, the causal order between operations is always preserved. However, the causal order between a subset of operations can be changed under continuous yet nonreversible transformations. An explicit example is that of the quantum switch, where a party in the past affects the causal order of operations of future parties, leading to a transition from a channel from A to B, via superposition of causal orders, to a channel from B to A. We generalise our framework to construct a hierarchy of quantum maps based on transformations of process matrices and transformations thereof.
I. INTRODUCTION
We are used to the fact that events occur in a fixed temporal order. Given two events A and B, either A is in the causal past of B, A is in the causal future of B, or they are causally disconnected (spacelike separated). Although this picture seems natural, the idea that a fixed causal structure is a fundamental ingredient of the physical world has been recently challenged. Indeed, the interplay between quantum mechanics and general relativity suggests that causality might be indefinite. Because the causal structure in general relativity is determined by a dynamical fieldthe space-time metric -and dynamical quantities can be indefinite in quantum mechanics (i.e. put in superpositions of well-defined classical values), one might expect indefiniteness with respect to the question of whether an interval between two events is timelike, null or spacelike, or even whether event A is before or after event B. In order to describe causal structures that are both dynamical, because of general relativity, and indefinite, due to quantum theory, several authors have proposed extensions to quantum theory that do not assume a definite causal structure [1] [2] [3] .
The process matrix formalism [3] [4] [5] [6] achieves such a goal. Its central notion is that of a "process" (or a "process matrix"), which is a generalisation of the notion of a "physical state" (degrees of freedom over a spacelike hypersurface) and of a "channel" (degrees of freedom over a timelike hypersurface). The operational framework in which process matrices are defined is depicted in Fig. (1) . In the framework, observers perform experiments in their local laboratories, where quantum mechanics is assumed to hold. The process matrix is the object that "wires" or "connects" local operations together, specifying the causal order (definite or indefinite) between such operations. Roughly speaking, it accounts for all the physical processes outside the local laboratories. Process matrices composed with the local operations form "closed" systems. This means that the probabilities for the events described in the laboratories are completely determined by the choice of local operations performed by the parties and the way the process matrix connects the laboratories. In a closed system, the probabilities do not depend on any "external" operation. Because of this independence, this definition of a closed system matches the usual notion of a closed system in physics, in the sense that there is no physical interaction between the system and everything external to it. We say that a composition of operations has no "open ends" if it is a closed system. A process matrix connected with local operations generalises the notion of a quantum circuit [7] , and reduces to it in the case where the causal order between the laboratories is fixed.
A process is called causally separable if it can be written as a probabilistic (convex) mixture of states and channels. In the most general scenario, whether a party A can signal to a party B might depend on the choice of operation of yet another party C, and a general notion of causal nonseparability is required to incorporate these cases [5, 8] . Causally non-separable processes can give rise to correlations that can violate "causal inequalities", which are satisfied if the events are ordered according to a fixed causal order [5, 8] . This is a direct analogy to the violation of Bell's inequalities by quantum correlations, which are satisfied if the correlations fulfil the condition of local causality [9] . While we still lack an understanding as to whether there are correlations in nature that can violate causal inequalities, we do know that physically implementable causally non-separable processes exist. One particular case is the "quantum switch", an auxiliary quantum system that can coherently control the order in which operations are applied. The quantum-switch technique offers the possibility to implement certain information-theoretical tasks that quantum circuits with a fixed order of operations cannot perform [10] [11] [12] . For this reason, it is important to understand how these processes, as useful quantum information resources, can be obtained dynamically, e.g. from separable process matrices.
We have achieved significant progress in the characterisation of quantum causal structures [3] [4] [5] , yet we still lack a theory of their dynamics, intended as transformations that change the way information is transmitted. What is the most general transformation that takes a process matrix as an input and returns another process matrix as an output? Are there transformations that take a process matrix we are able to interpret physically (say, a quantum channel from A to B) and outputs a process matrix that violates a causal inequality? A negative answer would provide a strong argument in favour of the view that no physical processes can violate causal inequalities. A positive one would be even more remarkable, as it would indicate a way how to physically realise a process that could violate the strongest notion of causality.
In this paper we develop a theory of "dynamics of process matrices", giving a full characterisation of "supermaps", that map process matrices into process matrices. We extend the theory of transformations further by including transformations not only from process matrices to process matrices, but also of the transformations thereof, constructing an infinite hierarchy of transformations. Our approach is similar to that of Ref. [13] , where a general classification of higher order quantum computations is given.
We prove that, under continuous (i.e. continuously connected to the identity) and reversible transformations of process matrices, the causal structure cannot be changed, because all such transformations are local unitary operations in the parties' input and output Hilbert spaces. In other words, under continuous and reversible dynamics the causal order between local operations is preserved. However, there exist processes in which a party A can apply continuously parametrised reversible transformations in his/her local laboratory in such a way that the reduced process, that is, the process for the remaining parties obtained after applying A's operation to the original process, exhibits different causal structures for different values of the parameter. We construct an explicit example of this fact for the case of the quantum switch, in which a party in the past controls the causal order of parties in the future.
A consequence of our results is that, starting from a process with definite causal order, one cannot arrive at one that displays indefinite causal order in a continuous and reversible fashion. If one takes the view that physical transformations are continuous and reversible, our results mean that no process that violates causal inequalities can be obtained from physically realisable causal structures with a definite causal order -states and channels. Assuming that transformations are reversible but might not even be continuous, we prove a result in favour of the conjecture that the original process from Ref. [3] is not physically realisable, by showing that it cannot be "reached" from any causally separable process via a reversible map.
II. PROCESS MATRICES
The operational idea of a causal influence is best illustrated by considering two observers, A and B, performing experiments in two separate laboratories. At each run of the experiment, the observers receive a physical system only once and perform an operation on it. Afterwards, the observers send the system out of the laboratory. Each laboratory features a device with an input and an output (see Figure 1 for the multipartite case), that outputs an outcome (the result of the experiment), for a given choice of the input (the knob settings determining which experiment is performed). If the experiments performed in the local laboratories are described by quantum theory, to each observer corresponds a Hilbert space H X , for X = A, B. It is convenient to split H X into input and output subspaces, that is H X = H X I ⊗ H X O , where I stands for input and O for output and X = A, B labels the local observer. Local operations are represented by quantum instruments, that is, collections of completely positive (CP) maps {M A i } for A and {M B j } for B that map systems from the input Hilbert space of each party to the corresponding output Hilbert space, yielding outcomes labeled by i and j. The conservation of probability in, say, A's local laboratory means that the sum over i of her CP maps adds up to a completely positive, trace preserving (CPTP) map. The probability for a pair of outcomes i and j for a choice of knob settings given by the instruments {M A i } and {M B j } is a bilinear function of the local CP maps. Using the Choi-Jamiołkowski (CJ) representations [14, 15] of the local CP maps, whereby the CP map N :
, the joint probability for the outcomes i and j can be expressed as
where W is a "process matrix" that describes the causal structure outside of the laboratories. Mathematically, it is a positive semidefinite operator that connects the two laboratories by acting on the tensor product of the input and output Hilbert spaces of A and B. The set of valid process matrices is defined by the requirement that probabilities are well defined -that is, they must be non negative and add up to 1. These requirements are equivalent to the following constrains:
where d O is the dimension of the output Hilbert space and P is a self-adjoint real projection operator. This operator, first specified in [4] , is written explicitly in Appendix A. Physically, conditions (2) We can also think of situations in which the process has a definite causal order, but for which only probabilistic predictions can be made regarding which causal order is realised. To capture this situation, we define a process to be causally separable if it is a probabilistic (convex) mixture of causally ordered processes.
An example of a causally non-separable process is the quantum switch. In the switch, two parties, A and B, act on a target quantum system in an order which is coherently controlled by another quantum system. In order to account for the target and control quantum systems as well as for the parties A and B, the quantum switch is formally a tripartite process matrix, with the third party, C, being always in the future of A and B. It is reasonable to extend the definition of causal separability for this case in exactly the same way as for the bipartite case, precisely because A and B can always signal to C but C cannot signal to them. We say that a process is causally separable if it can be written as a probabilistic mixture of processes in which "A signals to B and B signals to C" or "B signals to A and A signals to C". (Note that when we write, say, "A signals to B and B signals to C" it is implicitly assumed that signalling from A to C is also possible.)
The complete Hilbert space for the quantum switch is therefore
The input Hilbert space of C is divided in target and control spaces,
The output Hilbert space of C is trivial, H C O = C, because C receives and measures a system but does not prepare one. The quantum switch is then written as W S = |S S|, where
Because it is a rank-one projector, it cannot be written as a nontrivial probabilistic mixture of other processes. The fact that it leads to signalling both from A to B to C and from B to A to C shows then that it is a causally non-separable process. In Section III we show how the quantum switch can be obtained from a causally ordered process via a reversible and discontinuous process matrix transformation.
Although the quantum switch is a causally non-separable process, it was shown [4, 5] that there does not exist any causal inequality that can be violated by the quantum switch. Analogous to Bell inequalities, which bound the set of possible correlations realisable within a local hidden variable model, causal inequalities bound, in a deviceindependent way, the set of possible correlations realisable within models compatible with a global, fixed causal structure. Therefore, although the switch is a causally non-separable process, it does not violate the strongest, device-independent notion of causality. In contrast, the bipartite process
where σ i denotes the ith Pauli matrix, is a valid bipartite process matrix that violates a causal inequality and is thus incompatible with a pre-established global causal order. As we will see in III, there is no reversible process matrix transformation that takes a causally separable process to W OCB .
III. TRANSFORMATIONS OF PROCESS MATRICES
We now introduce transformations that map process matrices into process matrices. These transformations define the most general dynamics of causal structures that is compatible with the local validity of quantum theory. By "dynamics" we mean transformations that take a process matrix as an input and give a process matrix as an output. By definition, these transformations preserve the validity of process matrices, that is, conditions (2), regardless the input process matrix, analogous to the way quantum channels take valid quantum states to valid quantum states independently of the input state. A process matrix transformation may take a process in which A signals to B by means of a quantum channel, to a different process, for example, the quantum switch, where the direction of signalling between A and B is controlled coherently.
Quantum states and quantum channels are special cases of process matrices, both having dynamical evolution. For the case of a quantum state, dynamics is governed by the Schrödinger equation, whereas quantum channels can evolve in time when the physical constituents employed for their implementation change.
For example, the situation of a quantum system traversing an optical fibre whose properties change in time can be modelled by a time-evolving channel. The type of transformations we consider here can be seen as a generalisation of these two cases to the situation where the causal structure is indefinite. Note, however, that process matrix transformations are maps of a completely general character and may, but need not be understood as the evolution of a process in time (as defined by some observer).
Our formulation of dynamics of process matrices allows to explore the question about the realisability of processes with indefinite causal order. Given a process matrix with a certain causal structure, is it possible to transform it in such a way that the output process matrix has a different causal structure? Can we transform causally separable processes into causally non-separable ones? In order to make these questions more precise, it is important to point out that process matrices, as stated in the Introduction, yield objects with no "open ends" when connected with all the relevant local operations, i.e. the local operations corresponding to all the parties that play a role in the process. In this way a, say, bipartite process for parties A and B, yields an object with no "open ends" when connected with a local operation for A and a local operation for B. The statement that a process yields objects with no open ends means that the probability distribution corresponding to an experiment is determined completely by the choice of local operations made by the parties and the way these local operations are "wired" together. Just to be clear: The way we have defined objects, it is not the process matrix that has no open ends but rather the composition of the process matrix with the relevant local operations. For the case of quantum circuits [7] , the wiring of the boxes, together with the convention that information flows from bottom to top, determines the order in which the operations are applied, see Fig. (1a) and (1b). For the more general case of an indefinite causal structure, in which the order of local operations is not fixed in principle, the wiring of the boxes is replaced by "E-shaped" objects (see Fig. (1c) and (1d) ), that specify the causal structure (definite or indefinite) outside the local laboratories. For an object with indefinite causality and open ends, (Fig. (1)c) , the notion of causal non separability is in general not well defined, because the signalling between the parties is, in the general case, determined not only by their choice of local operations and the "E-shaped" object outside the laboratories, but also by the external systems influencing the experiment via the open ends. In some cases, the natural way to proceed in this case is to "close" the wires by inserting local laboratories at each open end, and study the causal (non)separability of the process matrix thus obtained. Note that this process matrix will have more parties than the original "E-shaped" object, and the question whether it is causally separable or not has to be analysed considering the newly added parties.
Given the definition of a process matrix as an operation that yields an object with no open ends, we can visualise the action of a process matrix transformation A on a process matrix W in the way depicted in Fig. (2) . This pictorial representation, resembling the one of quantum combs [20] , allows us to think of the evolution of a process in terms of the composition of an input process matrix W with a process matrix transformation A. As we will see below, processes can in general evolve from a definite to an indefinite causal order. However, we show that this is never the case under physically justified continuous and reversible transformations. In this sense, the causal structures are "robust": a "world" that has a definite causal order will never evolve in in a world with an indefinite causal order and vice versa.
Pictorial representation of a process matrix transformation. The action of the transformation A on the bipartite process W can be visualised as the composition of the objects in the picture. The "supermap" A transforms the process matrix W by acting on its "slots", where local operations are applied in order to yield probabilities. The object resulting from the action of A on W , A(W ) is a valid bipartite process matrix for all valid bipartite input process matrices W . The "slots" of the new process matrix A(W ) (top part of the picture) act on local operations to give probabilities.
In the next subsection we characterise transformations from process matrices to process matrices.
A. Definition of process matrix transformations
Let H 1 and H 2 be Hilbert spaces and L(H 1 ) and L(H 2 ) be the corresponding Hilbert spaces of linear operators on H 1 and H 2 . Let us call W 1 and W 2 the set of all valid process matrices in L(H 1 ) and L(H 2 ), respectively. Note that it is implicitly assumed that H 1 and H 2 have an input-output and multipartite tensor product structure as the one in Section (II) to allow for the construction of process matrices on them. Process matrices in these spaces are characterised by the matrices W that satisfy conditions (2) in their respective spaces of operators.
By the definition of a process matrix, a transformation A :
is a valid process matrix transformation from the input space L(H 1 ) to the output space L(H 2 ) if it preserves conditions (2) for all input process matrices.
Let us analyse what each of these conditions imply for A. Condition (2a) implies that A is a positive map. As for the case of quantum states, it is physically meaningful to consider process matrix transformations that act on a proper subset of the parties of a multipartite process. Moreover, it is also physically sound that the complete set of parties of the transformed process can share entangled quantum systems. As we show in Appendix B, these requirements imply that the map A is completely positive. An alternative proof of complete positivity can be found in Ref. [13] . Condition (2b) implies that A must be trace rescaling, that is, it must rescale the trace of the input process matrix d
Because this condition has to be satisfied for all process matrices, A must be of the form
, whereÃ is a trace preserving map. In particular, if the input space is isomorphic to the output space, then A is a completely positive trace preserving map. Requiring that A preserves (2c) is equivalent to requiring
where the subindices in the projector P of (2c) indicate that the input and output space may be different. This general requirement captures not only the case where the dimension of the Hilbert spaces in which the parties act changes after the transformation, but also the case where the number of parties is different before and after the transformation. In order to relate the conditions implied for A and conditions (2), it is convenient to rewrite the conditions for A in terms of its CJ operator, C A . The first two conditions for A can be rewritten in a straightforward way using the well-known properties of the CJ operator (see, for example, [21] ):
• A is completely positive if and only if C A ≥ 0
• A is trace-rescaling if and only if Tr
where the subindices 1 and 2 refer, respectively, to the Hilbert spaces H 1 and H 2 .
In order to write the third condition in terms of C A , we take the CJ operator of the right hand side of (5). Using the fact that 1 ⊗ N (|1 1|) = N T ⊗ 1(|1 1|) (the superscript T denotes transpose with respect to the basis in which |1 ∈ H 1 ⊗ H 1 is defined), we find
On the other hand, taking the CJ of the left hand side of (5) gives
As noted in Section II, and as can be explicitly seen in Appendix A, P 1 is a real projector. Being hermitian, it equals its transpose, P 1 = P T 1 . Therefore we can rewrite condition (5) as
We have then written all conditions for A in terms of its CJ, C A . In summary, we have characterised all the possible transformations that take any valid process matrix to another valid process matrix in terms of their CJ representation. Process matrix transformations A have CJ representations that satisfy the following:
B. Higher order maps
In this section we show how the idea of process matrix transformations can be generalised to the case of higher order transformations, thereby extending the framework of process matrices, which, as we show in this Section, can be seen as transformations of order 1. First, we note that condition (7) can be written as
This is convenient because condition (7) is rephrased in terms of a projection operator that leaves C A invariant. More precisely, the supermap A has an input space H 1 and an output space
invariant under the projector P
12 := 1 ⊗ 1 − P 1 ⊗ 1 + P 1 ⊗ P 2 . Condition (9) is a generalisation of condition (2c) for process matrices. More concretely, we note that any process matrix W can be considered to be the CJ of a supermap with a trivial input space H 1 = C. To see that this is the case we rewrite the condition (7) for W . We get
which is just the original condition (2c) we know for W . In this sense, W is a particular type of supermap, with trivial input space.
We can now generalise the projector (9) to build a hierarchy of higher-order transformations, in the spirit of Ref. [13] . We define P
From this point of view a process matrix W =: W 1 is a supermap of order 1 in the sense that it satisfies P 1 (W 1 ) = W 1 (together with the positivity and trace-preserving condition). A map A that takes a process matrix to a process matrix is a supermap of order 2 in the sense that its CJ, C A satisfies P 2 (C A ) = C A (together with the positivity and trace-rescaling condition). In this way we can define these type of maps for arbitrary order, that is, a supermap of order n, W n ∈ W n is an operator that satisfies P
12 (W n ) = W n (together with the positivity and trace-rescaling condition). It takes a valid supermap of order n − 1, with corresponding Hilbert space H 1 , to a valid supermap of order n − 1 with corresponding Hilbert space H 2 .
IV. CONTINUOUS AND REVERSIBLE TRANSFORMATIONS PRESERVE THE CAUSAL ORDER OF A PROCESS
In this Section we formulate and state the main result of our paper, namely, that the causal structure of a process remains invariant under continuous and reversible dynamics. Consider a bipartite process matrix with a corresponding Hilbert space
be a continuous, i.e. continuously connected to the identity, and reversible transformation from process matrices to process matrices. Concretely, the continuity and reversibility requirements for U mean that there exists a one-parameter family of valid, reversible process matrix transformations U λ , such that U λ=0 is the identity transformation and U λ=1 = U. Since, by assumption, U λ is a valid process matrix transformation for all λ, it is a CPTP map for all λ. Moreover, since U λ has an inverse for all λ and the inverse is also a valid process matrix transformation, there exists a family of unitary matrices U λ = e −iλH , for some traceless, hermitian operator H, such that U λ (X) = U λ XU † λ for all X ∈ L(H). As a consequence, the condition for U(λ) to be a valid process matrix transformation is P (e −iλH W e iλH ) = e −iλH W e iλH for all W ∈ W, where we have omitted the subindices in the operator P because the input and output Hilbert spaces are isomorphic. If we take λ to be infinitesimal, the condition above reads
, where we have used the fact that W is a valid process matrix. From this we conclude that
In Appendix C, we show that condition (12) can only be satisfied by local unitaries, that is, unitaries of the form
and we generalise the proof for an arbitrary number of parties and dimensions of the local laboratories' systems.
In conclusion, if W is any process matrix and U is a continuous and reversible process matrix transformation, in the sense specified above, then U is merely a product of local unitaries, of the form of Eq. (13), see Fig. (3) . Importantly, this fact implies that the causal structure of W remains unchanged under the action of U. This result points to the idea that causality is a robust feature of physical processes: any transformation that changes the causal order of a process must be either discontinuous or irreversible.
V. EXAMPLES
Let us now consider some interesting examples of process matrix transformations. 
A. Maps that trivially change the causal structure
The formalism for transformations of process matrices developed in the previous section allows trivially for transformations that map a process matrix with a given causal order (for example one in which A can signal to B) to another process matrix in which the causal order might be different (for example one in which B signals to A) or even indefinite, like the one in the process given in Eq. (4). In fact, given any process matrixW , we can define a constant map A such that A(W ) =W for all process matrices W . The processW can have any causal structure. One can also define a map that trivially interpolates between W andW for any process W , that is, a map A such that A(W ) = (1 − p)W + pW , for p continuously varying between 0 and 1. This map leaves the input W unchanged with probability 1 − p and prepares the processW with probability p. It is an example of a continuous (yet non reversible) transformation (more precisely, continuously connected to the identity) that changes the causal order.
Although the formalism for process matrix transformations allows to change the causal structure of a process trivially, the examples presented rely implicitly on the physical realisability of the processW , which might not be clear to begin with. Therefore, it is natural to require that the transformation A satisfy reasonable physicality conditions in addition to conditions (8) .
B. WOCB cannot be obtained from a causally separable process via a reversible transformation
In view of the fact that process matrix transformations with no restrictions other than the consistency conditions (8) can trivially produce an output process matrix that has a different causal structure to the initial process matrix, we now consider reversible transformations. This is a natural requirement on transformations of states in all Generalised Probabilistic Theories (GPT) approaches to reconstructions of Quantum Theory [22] [23] [24] . As states are a particular subclass of process matrices, it is natural to assume the same requirement for a general process matrix.
In particular, we consider reversible, but not necessarily continuous, transformations between bipartite process matrices with two-dimensional input and output Hilbert spaces. Let us consider the process matrix W OCB as defined in Eq. (4) and ask whether there exists a reversible process matrix transformation that reaches W OCB from a causally order process matrix. As we will show now, there is no reversible process matrix transformation that can achieve such a task, suggesting that W OCB is not physically realisable.
The first thing we note is that, as shown in Appendix (D), W OCB is an extremal process, in the sense that
, which means A(W 1 ) = A(W 2 ). Since A is an injective map, we have W 1 = W 2 , showing that W is extremal. If we require that W be causally separable, the fact that it is extremal implies that it is causally ordered.
The second thing we note is that W OCB is a rank-8 process matrix. Because reversible transformations are rankpreserving, it follows that W has to be an extremal, causally ordered, rank-8 process. We will show that no such process exists. Without loss of generality, assume that W = W A≤B is a channel (possibly with memory) from A to B. The following theorem -proven by D'Ariano et al. [25] 
for greek indices running from 0 to 3 and latin indices from 1 to 3. The process W
A≤B is extremal iff the disjoint union C D is linearly independent. From this theorem it is straightforward to see that there is no extremal, rank-8, causally ordered bipartite process. The process being rank 8 implies that C has 8 2 = 64 elements. The set D has 204 elements, which means their disjoint union C D has 268 elements. The dimension of L(H) is 256, implying that C D is not linearly independent. This shows that W A≤B is not extremal. We conclude that W OCB cannot be obtained reversibly from a causally ordered process. Note that the restrictions we impose on the transformations in this example are weaker than those leading to our result in IV, that is, we ask for the transformations to be reversible but not necessarily continuous. Nevertheless, as we have shown, the process (4) cannot be obtained by transforming a causally ordered one, even without the continuity restriction.
C. C-SWAP transformation: obtaining the quantum switch from a channel
We have shown that the process matrix (4) cannot be obtained from a causally ordered process via a reversible transformation. We will now show that this is not the case for the quantum switch: There exists a reversible process matrix transformation that takes a causally ordered process (a channel in one direction) to the quantum switch.
Consider the Hilbert space corresponding to the quantum switch
and the transformation
where for simplicity of notation we have written A to denote the Hilbert space
where the well-known SW AP operator acts as SW AP |ψ ⊗ |φ = |φ ⊗ |ψ . The transformation V is a proper process matrix transformation in the sense that it obeys the conditions (8), and yields the quantum switch when acting on the channel |ABC ABC T |+ C C , with the notation used in (3) and
The transformation V is a reversible supermap that takes a causally separable process as an input (a quantum channel) to a causally non-separable process (the quantum switch). One could ask if this transformation can be cast in such a way that it is also continuous, i.e. if there exists a continuously parametrised set of supermaps that reduces to V for some value of the parameter and to the identity for some other value. A seemingly good candidate is the transformation
This transformation reduces to the identity for λ = 0 and to V for λ = π/2. However, applying V λ to the process vector
, which is not a valid process matrix since, as a straightforward calculation shows, it contains, for instance, "forbidden" terms of the form
The failure to find a continuous and reversible process matrix transformation that changes the causal structure is a particular instance of the more general result of Section (IV), namely, that all continuous and reversible transformations of process matrices reduce only to local unitaries in the parties' input and output Hilbert spaces, showing that no continuous and reversible process matrix transformation can change the causal structure.
D. Local operations of one party that influence the causal structure of the remaining parties
It is known [5, 8] that, in a general multipartite process matrix, local operations performed by one of the parties can influence the causal structure of the remaining parties. We will show now that this feature can be expressed naturally in terms of process matrix transformations. Consider an N partite process W N over a Hilbert space H N for N > 2 and let the X-th party perform a local CP T P map M in his/her laboratory. This will induce an N − 1 reduced process matrix W N −1 over the Hilbert space H N −1 . The causal order of the reduced process can in general depend on M. Define the process matrix transformation
where C M denotes the CJ representation of the map M. The supermap A M is a well-defined process matrix transformation that can in principle yield processes with indefinite causal structure. Note, however, that the process W N −1 being causally non separable implies that the process W N itself is also causally non separable. To see this, suppose that W N is causally separable. This means that for any choice of local operations, the resulting multipartite experiment can always be explained in terms of a convex combination of states and channels. This fact holds for the particular case in which the X-th party chooses to apply the map M. But this choice would imply that the process W N −1 is causally separable, contradicting our initial assumption. Let us now analyse a concrete example of a process matrix transformation where the action of a party in the past decides the direction of the signalling of parties in the future. This party can even decide whether the remaining process is causally separable or not. Our example, depicted in Fig. (4) is motivated by the experimental implementation of the quantum switch in an optical setup [26, 27] . In this experiment, a photon traverses a beam splitter that divides its trajectory into two paths. In one path the local operation M A is applied to the polarisation degree of freedom of the photon before local operation M B , while the other path corresponds to exactly the opposite: The operation M B is followed by M A . By continuously changing the reflectivity of the beamsplitter, we can go continuously from a situation in which A signals to B to the situation in which B signals to A, passing through an intermediate situation the corresponds to the quantum switch.
Formally, the action of changing the reflectivity of the beamsplitter corresponds to adding an extra party D to the quantum switch (3). The initial process W that we consider has therefore a Hilbert space
using the same notation as in Eq. (3). We consider the case in which D performs a unitary map U :
defined as U(ρ) = U ρU † , specified by the matrix
The output process is obtained when D acts locally with U. This defines a supermap A U in the sense described above.
where
|W λ is a channel from A to B for λ = 0, reduces to the quantum switch for λ = π/2, and to a channel from B to A for λ = π. The party D can change the causal structure of the remaining three parties by applying a transformation locally. Note that, although the transformation applied by D is continuous and reversible, the map A U is not reversible, because it sends a four-partite process matrix into a three-partite one. Note that the necessity for adding an extra party D to describe the change in reflectivity of the beamsplitter comes from the definition of process matrices as operations that yield objects with no open ends. Because process matrices are conveniently defined to describe the physics of everything external to the local laboratories, had we not added the party D, the probabilities and the causal order of operations would have not been determined only by the local operations and the wiring between them, but also by the "external" system operating on the beamsplitter. In fact, as we showed above, no continuous and reversible process matrix transformation can change the causal structure.
VI. DISCUSSION
The process matrix formalism is an operational quantum framework that assumes the existence of a definite causal order between events locally, while making no assumption regarding the global causal structure. This resembles the situation of general relativity, where one arrives at the notion of a curved space-time from the assumption that special relativity holds locally.
Process matrices reduce to a state or to the time evolution of a state (channel) when the global causal order between events is definite, but represent a more general notion when the causal order is indefinite. The latter may appear, for example, when matter degrees of freedom of quantum systems are prepared in a state of spatial superposition, such that the metric induced and consequently the spatiotemporal distances between events become indefinite [28, 29] .
In this paper we have developed a theory of dynamics of process matrices, or equivalently, transformations of process matrices into process matrices. Just like states and channels, general process matrices can be dynamical. For example, if we consider an arrangement of laboratories, together with the corresponding physical systems traversing them, occupying a region of space-time, the process matrix describing the experiments carried out in the laboratories can be subjected to transformations as a consequence of the different values of the metric field along the space-time trajectory of the arrangement.
We have focused on transformations that are continuous and reversible. This restriction is motivated by the fact that the evolution of physical systems that we know in nature are of this type. In fact, continuous and reversible transformations of physical states have been considered as axioms from which one derives quantum theory [22] [23] [24] . We have shown that no continuous and reversible transformation can change the causal order of a process, because all such transformations amount to local unitary operations in the parties' input and output spaces. Crucially, in order to apply our result, the process under consideration has to yield a "closed system", meaning that all the probabilities predicted by the process are specified by (1): The local operations performed by the parties and (2): The way the local laboratories are "connected". For the causally ordered case, this connection is specified by all the "wires" that link the different local laboratories. For the general case, where causality can be indefinite, the wires are exchanged by an "E-shaped" diagram representing a process matrix. Once the process yields a closed system in the specified sense, its causal order cannot change if we subject it to continuous and reversible transformations. This fact shows that there are strong restrictions on the physical transformations that might be needed in order to implement processes with indefinite causal structure. Under the assumption that that all transformations of processes are continuous and reversible, our results might provide an explanation as to why no process that violates causal inequalities has been realised physically by "evolving" causally ordered processes.
The type of dynamics of causal structures introduced here requires transformations that output valid process matrices for any input process matrix on which the transformation acts. However, one could think of a different type of restricted transformations that are well defined only for certain classes of process matrices, e.g. processes having the same causal structure (or, for example, transformations that apply only for the case of states or only for the case of channels). Although such transformations would not capture the dynamics of causal structures in a unified fashion, they might prove to be relevant because of the less stringent conditions imposed on them.
Our formalism captures the notion that, in a multipartite process, local operations of one of the parties can alter the causal order of the remaining parties, as noted in [5, 8] . In these cases, it is important to note that if one can obtain a causally indefinite process via the action of a local operation by one of the parties, then the total process, including this party, is causally non separable to begin with.
As a final remark, we note that, as for the case of quantum states, any process matrix transformation has a dilation, that is, a representation in terms of a unitary operator acting on the joint Hilbert space of the process matrix and an ancillary system. In contrast to the case of quantum states, however, it is not guaranteed that the initial process matrix remains a valid process throughout its unitary evolution coupled to the ancilla, before tracing it out. One might call a dilation "physical" if it preserves the validity of all process matrices throughout the unitary evolution, before tracing the ancilla out. Given the important role that dilations play for the realisation of quantum networks [20, 32, 33] , it is an interesting question whether causally separable processes can "evolve" into causally non separable ones via transformations that have only continuous, physical dilations. In view of the strong restrictions on continuous unitary transformations found in this work, it seems reasonable to conjecture a negative answer to this question. A rigorous proof of this fact is left for future work.
by W LL = |1 1|. This process corresponds to an identity channel from the output of A to the input of A. Note that W LL satisfies all conditions for process matrices except the one given by Eq.(2c). Now consider the quantum instrument {M 0 = |0 0| ⊗ |1 1|, M 1 = |1 1| ⊗ |0 0|}, describing a projective measurement of the system in the basis {|0 , |1 } and a re-preparation in the state |1 , for the outcome 0 and in the state |0 , for the outcome 1. Note that this scenario leads to a paradoxical situation in which, loosely speaking, "0 equals 1". This is just an instance of the grandfather paradox. Using Eq.(1) to calculate the probability p i to obtain outcome i, i = 0, 1, we find that both probabilities vanish, violating conservation of probability. Finally, terms of the form σ i ⊗ σ j ⊗ σ k ⊗ σ l are called "global loops". These terms also lead to paradoxical situations and non conservation of probability. In particular, if one of the parties performs an identity channel as his/her local operation, a global loop becomes effectively a local loop and leads to the consequences discussed above. 
is a valid process matrix. Because it will be useful below, we have expressed the action of A on W 1 in terms of the inverse of the Choi-Jamiołkowski isomorphism. As in the main text, C A ∈ L(H 1 ⊗ H 2 ) denotes the CJ representation of A. Now suppose there exists an additional Hilbert space H 1 such that L(H 1 ) also possesses an input-output structure with two or more parties. Now let W ∈ L(H 1 ⊗ H 1 ) be a be a valid process matrix. The map A ⊗ 1 :
is a transformation that acts only on a subset of the parties that compose W , namely, those corresponding to the space L(H 1 ), leaving the others intact. Clearly, this transformation is physically sound, and we must therefore demand that it is a valid process matrix transformation for all (finite dimensional) Hilbert spaces H 1 . We will show that this requirement, together with the assumption that the parties of the transformed process matrix can share entangled ancillary systems (as discussed, for example, in [4] ), implies that A is a completely positive map. For concreteness, we assume that A transforms bipartite process matrices into bipartite process matrices. The extension to more general situations is straightforward.
The complete positivity of A is equivalent to the non-negativity of its Choi-Jamiołkowski (CJ) representation, C A . In what follows we show that, under the assumptions stated in the previous paragraph, C A is indeed non-negative. The action of A⊗1 on W can also be written in terms of C A by means of the inverse of the Choi-Jamiołkowski isomorphism: A ⊗ 1(W ) = Tr 1 (C A W T1 ⊗ 1), where the subscript 1 denotes the "initial" Hilbert space H 1 , the superscript T 1 denotes transposition with respect to H 1 , and the identity operator acts on H 2 . Let W ∈ L(H 1 ⊗ H 1 ) be a four-partite process matrix with two parties, A and B corresponding to the Since ρ is an arbitrary (normalised) positive matrix, the non-negativity of C A follows.
Because H generates a valid process matrix transformation, Equation (C7) has to be satisfied for all values of ν and n. Note that we have substituted the greek index γ with the latin index c because f γνn is trivially zero when γ = 0. Eq. (C7) yields Because the linear condition P (W ) = W is symmetric in A and B, a completely analogous argument to the one leading to Eq. (C8) leads to the same result but with A and B interchanged:
Consider now the forbidden term F = 1 ⊗ σ η ⊗ 1 ⊗ σ n . Equation (C4) reads 32i h λbνn f bmη = 0.
As in the previous case, this leads to
By symmetry we also have
Consider now the forbidden term F = σ η ⊗ 1 ⊗ σ n ⊗ σ ξ . Equation (C4) reads 16i h αmγξ (Tr(σ α σ λ σ η )f γνn + Tr(σ ν σ γ σ n )f αλη ) = 0.
Choosing η = 0 and λ = l ∈ {1, ..., d 2 − 1} gives h lmcξ = 0. On the other hand, choosing ν = n and summing over n yields h lm0ξ = 0 after using Eq. (C3) and the fact that d ijk is traceless. We conclude h mnλµ = 0.
Finally, evaluating Equation (C4) for the forbidden term F = 1 ⊗ σ η ⊗ σ ξ ⊗ σ n leads to h λ0mn = 0 for the choice η = m (we again use Eq. (C3) and the fact that d ijk is traceless) and h λimn = 0 for η = 0. We conclude
Equations (C8, C9, C11, C12, C14, C15) imply that H consists only of single-body terms, as we wanted to show. At this point it is clear that the argument can be extended to the case of arbitrary parties. In fact, there are only four essentially different types of contributions to H that need to be ruled out:
• Terms in which h has one latin index in some input variable, one latin index in an output variable corresponding to a different party, and greek indices everywhere else.
• Terms in which h has one latin index in some input variable, one latin index in an output variable corresponding to the same party, and greek indices everywhere else.
• Terms in which h has two latin indices in two input variables and greek indices everywhere else.
• Terms in which h has two latin indices in two output variables and greek indices everywhere else.
Each of this type of terms can be ruled out by a natural generalisation of the arguments presented here for the bipartite case.
